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Introduction: Seeing and Thinking Based on Boundaries and Surfaces 
Helmholtz proposed that seeing and thinking are intimately related. He articulated this 
claim as part of his doctrine of unconscious il1ference. Kanizsa, in contrast, proposed that seeing 
and thinking often function according to different rules. These alternative intellectual positions 
remain as an enduring controversy in visual science. Why is the relationship between seeing and 
thinking so hard to disentangle? 
Recent neural models of visual perception have clarified how seeing and thinking operate 
at different levels of the brain and use distinct specialized circuits. But these processes also 
interact imtimately via feedback and use similar laminar cortical designs that are specialized for 
their distinct functions. In addition, this feedback has been predicted to be an essential 
component in giving rise to conscious visual percepts, and recent data have provided support for 
this prediction. Thus, although seeing and thinking are carried out by different parts of the brain, 
they also often interact intimately via feedforward and feedback interactions to give rise to 
conscious visual percepts. 
The distinction between seeing and thinking is sometimes caste as the distinction between 
seeing and knowing, or between seeing and recognizing. The fact that these processes are not the 
same can be understood by considering a suitable juxtaposition of boundary and surface percepts. 
The FACADE (Form-And-Color-And-Depth) theory of how the brain gives rise to visual 
percepts has clarified the sense in which these boundary and surface percepts compute 
complernentary properties, and along the way how and why properties of seeing and recognizing 
are different (Grossberg, 1984, 1994, 1997; Grossberg and Kelly, 1999; Grossberg and 
McLoughlin, 1997; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985a, 1985b; Grossberg and Pessoa, 1998; 
Grossberg and Todorovic, 1988; Kelly and Grossberg, 2000; McLoughlin and Grossberg, 1998). 
FACADE theory proposes that perceptual boundaries are formed in the LGN-interblob-
interstripe-V4 stream, whereas perceptual surfaces are formed in the LGN-blob-thin stripe-V4 
stream (Grossberg, 1994); see Figure I. Many experiments have supported this prediction (Elder 
and Zucker, 1998; Lamme et al., 1999; Rogers-Ramachandran and Ramachandran, 1998). 
Figure I 
Figure 2a illustrates three pairs of complementary properties using the illusory contour 
percept of a Kanizsa square (Kanizsa, 1974). Such a percept immediately raises the question of 
why our brains construct a square where there is none in the image. There are several functional 
reasons why our brains have developed strategies to construct complete representations of 
boundaries and surfaces on the basis of incomplete information. One reason is that there is a 
blind spot in our retinas; namely, a region where no light-sensitive photoreceptors exist. This 
region is blind because of the way in which the pathways from retinal photoreceptors are 
collected together to form the optic nerve that carries them from the retina to the LGN in Figure 
1. We are not usually aware of this blind spot because our brains complete boundary and surface 
information across it. The actively completed parts of these percepts are visual illusions, because 
they are not derived directly from visual signals on our retinas. Thus many of the percepts that we 
believe to be "real" are visual illusions whose boundary and surface representations just happen 
to look real. I suggest that what we call a visual illusion is just an unfamiliar combination of 
boundary and surface information. This hypothesis is illustrated by the percepts generated in our 
brains from the images in Figure 2. 
Figure 2 
In response to the image in Figure 2a, boundaries form inwardly between cooperating 
pairs of co linear edges of the four pac man, or pie shaped, inducers. Four such contours form the 
boundary of the perceived Kanizsa square. (If boundaries formed outwardly from a single 
inducer, then any speck of dirt in an image could crowd all our percepts with an outwardly 
growing web of boundaries.) These boundaries are oriented to form in a collinear fashion 
between (almost) colinear and (almost) like-oriented inducers. The square boundary in Figure 2a 
can be both seen and recognized because of the enhanced illusory brightness of the Kanizsa 
square. By contrast, the square boundary in Figure 2b can be recognized even though it is not 
visible; that is, there is no brightness or color difference on either side of the boundary. Figure 2b 
shows that some boundaries can be recognized even though they are invisible, and thus that 
seeing and recognizing cannot be the same process. FACADE theory predicts that "all 
boundaries are invisible" within the boundary stream, which is proposed to occur in the interblob 
cortical processing stream (Figure 1 ). This prediction has not yet been directly tested 
neurophysiologically, although several studies have shown that the distinctness of a perceptual 
grouping, such as an illusory contour, can be dissociated from the visible stimulus contrast with 
which it is associated (Hess et al., 1998; Petry and Meyer, 1987). 
Why is the square boundary in Figure 2b invisible? This property can be traced to the fact 
that its vertical boundaries form between black and white inducers that possess opposite contrast 
polarity with respect to the gray background. The same is true of the boundary around the gray 
disk in Figure 2c, which is another figure that was originally proposed by Kanizsa, but to make a 
different point. In this figure, the gray disk lies in front of a textured background whose contrasts 
with respect to the disk reverse across space. In order to build a boundary around the entire disk, 
despite these contrast reversals, the boundary system pools signals from opposite contrast 
polarities at each position. This pooling process renders the boundary-system output insensitive 
to contrast polarity. The boundary system therefore loses its ability to represent visible colors or 
brightnesses, as its output cannot signal the difference between dark and light. It is in this sense 
that "all boundaries are invisible". Figure 2d illustrates another invisible boundary that can be 
consciously recognized. Figure 2 hereby illustrates that seeing and recognizing must use different 
processes, since they can be combined or dissociated, in response to relatively small changes in 
the contrasts of an image, holding its geometrical relationships constant, or indeed by changing 
the geometrical relationships of an image, while holding its contrasts constant. 
If boundaries are invisible, then how do we see anything? FACADE theory predicts that 
visible properties of a scene are represented by the surface processing stream, which is predicted 
to occur within the blob cortical stream (Figure 1 ). A key step in representing a visible surface is 
"filling-in". Why does this step occur? An early stage of surface processing compensates for 
variable illumination, or "discounts the illuminant" (Grossberg and Todorovic, 1988; Helmholtz, 
191 0/!925; Land 1977), in order to prevent illuminant variations, which can change from 
moment to moment, from distorting all percepts. Discounting the illuminant attenuates color and 
brightness signals, except near regions of sufficiently rapid surface change, such as edges or 
texture gradients, which are relatively uncontaminated by illuminant variations. Later stages of 
surface formation fill in the attenuated regions with these relatively uncontaminated color and 
brightness signals, and do so at the correct relative depths from the observer through a process 
called surface capture. This multi-stage process is an example of hierarchical resolution of 
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uncertainty, because the later filling-in stage overcomes uncertainties about brightness and color 
that were caused by discounting the illuminant at an earlier processing stage. 
How do the illuminant-discounted signals fill-in an entire region? Filling-in behaves like 
a diffusion of brightness across space (Arrington, 1994; Grossberg and Todorovic, 1988; 
Paradiso and Nakayama, 1991 ). Figure 2e leads to a percept of "neon color spreading" in which, 
filling-in spreads outwardly from the individual gray inducers in all directions. Its spread is thus 
unoriented. How is this spread of activation contained? FACADE theory predicts that signals 
from the boundary stream to the surface stream define the regions within which filling-in is 
restricted. In response to Figure 2e, the brain forms boundaries surround the annuli, except for 
small breaks in the boundaries where the gray and black contours intersect, and also forms the 
square illusory boundary. Some of the gray color can escape from their annuli through these 
breaks into the square region in the surface stream. This prediction has not yet been tested 
neurophysiologically. Without these boundary signals, filling-in would dissipate across space, 
and no surface percept could form. Invisible boundaries therefore indirectly assure their own 
visibility through their interactions with the surface stream. 
In Figure 2a, the square boundary is induced by four black pac man disks that are all less 
luminant than the white background. In the surface stream, discounting the illuminant causes 
these pac men to induce local brightness contrasts within the boundary of the square. At a 
subsequent processing stage, these brightness contrasts trigger surface filling-in within the square 
boundary. The filled-in square is visible as a brightness difference because the filled-in activity 
level within the square differs from the filled-in activity of the surrounding region. Filling-in can 
lead to visible percepts because it is sensitive to contrast polarity. These three properties 
(outward, unoriented, sensitive to contrast-polarity) are complementary to the corresponding 
properties (inward, oriented, insensitive to contrast-polarity) of boundary completion. 
In Figure 2b, the opposite polarities of the two pairs of pac men with respect to the gray 
background lead to approximately equal filled-in activities inside and outside the square, so the 
boundary can be recognized but not seen. In Figure 2d, the white background can fill-in 
uniformly on both sides of the vertical boundary, so no visible contrast difference is seen. 
These remarks just begin the analysis of filling-in. Even in the seemingly simple case of 
the Kanizsa square, one often perceives a square hovering in front of four partially occluded 
circular disks, which seem to be completed behind the square. FACADE theory predicts how 
surface filling-in is organized to help such figure-ground percepts to occur, in response to both 
2-D pictures and 3-D scenes (Grossberg, 1994, 1997). 
In summary, boundary and surface formation illustrate two key principles of brain 
organization: hierarchical resolution of uncertainty and complementary interstream interactions. 
Hierarchical resolution of uncertainty is illustrated by surface filling-in: discounting the 
illuminant creates uncertainty by suppressing surface color and brightness signals, except near 
surface discontinuities. Higher stages of filling-in complete the surface representation using 
properties that are complementary to those by which boundaries are formed, guided by signals 
from these boundaries (Arrington, 1994; Grossberg, 1994; Grossberg and Todorovic, 1988; 
Paradiso and Nakayama, 1991 ). 
Before going further, it should be emphasized that the proposal that boundaries and 
surfaces are computed by the interblob and blob streams is not the same as the proposal of Hubel 
and Livingstone (1985) that orientation and color are computed by these streams. Some 
differences between these proposals are: (!) Illusory contours are boundaries that form over 
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regions that receive no oriented bottom-up inputs. Boundaries that can form over regions that 
receive no oriented inputs cannot be viewed as part of an "orientation" system. (2) Boundaries 
are predicted to be invisible, or amodal, throughout the boundary stream, whether real or illusory. 
This is a concept that goes far beyond any classical notion of an "orientation" system. (3) 
Surfaces are predicted to fill-in amodally, or invisibly, in cortical area V2, but modally, or 
visibly, in cortical area V4. A surface system that can fill-in amodal percepts cannot be viewed as 
a "color " system. ( 4) Boundaries are predicted to organize the separation of occluded objects 
ti·om their occluding objects. The analysis of figure-ground separation also goes far beyond any 
direct concept of an "orientation" system. Because of such differences, FACADE theory has 
been able to propose explanations of many experiments that cannot be explained just using 
classical concepts of orientation and color. Within FACADE theory, the circuits that form 
perceptual boundaries are called the Boundary Contour System, or BCS, and the circuits that 
form perceptual surfaces are called the Feature Contour System, or FCS. This nomenclature 
arose from the realization that, in both systems, an early stage of processing extracts contour-
sensitive information as a basis for further processing. In the BCS, these contours are completed 
as invisible perceptual boundaries, In the FCS, these contours are extracted by the process of 
"discounting the illuminant" and form the basis for percepts of visible filled-in surface 
"features." 
The percepts derived from Figure 2 clarify that seeing and thinking are different 
processes, but do not indicate where the thinking processes take place. Much evidence suggests 
that objects are recognized in the inferotemporal cortex, which may be primed by top-down 
inputs from prefrontal cortex; see Figure 2. Thus, if an amodal boundary in the interblob 
boundary stream of visual cortex is projected to a familiar recognition category in the 
inferotemporal cortex, it can be recognized even if it cannot be seen in area V4 of the blob 
surface stream. Recognition is not, however, merely a matter of feedforward activation of the 
infcrotemporal cortex. Nor is seeing just a matter of fcedforward activation of area V4. Much 
experimental and theoretical evidence, notably as explained within Adaptive Resonance Theory, 
or ART, suggests that top-down matching and attcntional processes arc normally part of the 
events that lead to conscious recognition, even of an amodal percept (Grossberg, 1980, 1999c ). 
Boundary Completion and Attention by the Laminar Circuits of Visual Cortex 
How does visual cortex complete boundaries across gaps due to internal brain 
imperfections, such as the retinal blind spot, or due to incomplete contours in external inputs, 
such as occluded surfaces, spatially discrete texture elements, illusory contour stimuli, or even 
missing pixels in impressionist paintings? This information is shown below to lead to new 
insights about processes like figure-ground perception that clarify many of the percepts that 
Kanizsa earlier observed in this field. In particular, the BCS model proposes how long-range 
horizontal cooperation interacts with shorter-range competition to carry out perceptual grouping. 
The cooperating cells were predicted to satisfy a bipole property (Cohen and Grossberg, 1984; 
Grossberg, 1984; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985a, 1985b ). Such "bipole cells" realize inward and 
oriented boundary completion by firing when they receive inputs from pairs of (almost) like-
oriented and (almost) co linear scenic inducers. Von der Heydt et a!. (1984) reported the first 
neurophysiological evidence in support of this prediction, by observing bipolc cell properties in 
cortical area V2. Subsequent psychophysical studies have also provided additional evidence in 
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support of a bipole property during perceptual grouping. Field eta!. (1993) called this property an 
"association field," and Shipley and Kellman (1992) called it a "relatability condition". 
More recently, the BCS was extended to clarify how and why visual cortex, indeed all 
sensory and cognitive neocortex, is organized into layered circuits (Grossberg, 1999b; Grossberg 
and Raizada, 2000; Raizada and Grossberg, 2001). This LAMINART model predicts how 
bottom-up, top-down, and horizontal interactions within the cortical layers realize: (I) perceptual 
grouping; (2) attention; and (3) stable development and learning. The model proposes how 
mechanisms that achieve property (3) imply (I) and (2). That is, constraints on stable 
development of cortical circuits in the infant determine properties of learning, perception, and 
attention in the adult. 
Figure 3 
Figure 3 summarizes how known laminar cortical circuits may carry out perceptual 
grouping and attention. This summary omits binocular interactions for simplicity; but see below. 
The lateral geniculate nucleus, or LGN, directly activates VI layers 4 and 6 (Figure 3a). Layer 6, 
in turn, sends on-center off-surround inputs to the simple cells of layer 4. Layer 6 can strongly 
inhibit layer 4 through the off-surround, but the excitatory and inhibitory inputs in the on-center 
are proposed to be approximately balanced, with perhaps a slight excitatory bias. Layer 6 can 
thus modulate the excitability of layer 4 cells, but not drive them to fire vigorously. This balance 
has been shown through modeling simulations to help the cortex develop its connections in a 
stable way (Grossberg and Williamson, 200 I). The direct LGN-to-4 connections are proposed to 
drive layer 4 cells to reach suprathreshold activation levels. The direct and indirect pathways 
from LGN-to-4 together form an on-center off-surround network. Under the assumption that 
layer 4 cells obey membrane, or shunting, equations, such an on-center off-surround network can 
contrast-normalize the responses of layer 4 cells (Douglas el a!., 1995; Grossberg, 1973, 1980; 
Heeger, 1992), and thus preserve their sensitivity to input differences over a wide dynamic range. 
Figure 3b illustrates how the modulatory layer 6-to-4 circuit can also be used by lop-
down signals from V2 layer 6 to attentionally modulate the excitability of VI layer 4 cells, while 
inhibiting layer 4 cells that are not in the attentional focus. 
Boundary completion that obeys a bipole property occurs within layer 2/3, as illustrated in 
Figure 3c. Layer 4 cells activate layer 2/3 complex cells, which communicate with their layer 2/3 
neighbors via long-range horizontal excitatory connections and shorter-range inhibitory 
interneurons. The strengths of these excitatory and inhibitory interactions are predicted to be 
approximately balanced. This balance has also been proposed to help ensure that the cortex 
develops its connections in a stable way (Grossberg and Williamson, 2001). Because of this 
balance, activation of a single layer 2/3 cell causes its horizontal excitatory and inhibitory 
connections to be approximately equally activated. The inhibition cancels the excitation, so a 
boundary cannot shoot out from individual scenic inducers. When two or more (approximately) 
like-oriented and (approximately) colinear layer 2/3 cells are activated, the excitation that 
converges on cells in between can summate, but the inhibitory interneurons form a recurrent 
inhibitory net that normalizes its total activity. As a result, total excitation exceeds total 
inhibition, and the cells can fire. A boundary can hereby be completed inwardly, but not 
outwardly. 
If a scene has unambigous groupings, then this horizontal interaction can rapidly 
complete boundaries along a feedforward pathway from layer 4 to layer 2/3 and then horizontally 
across layer 2/3, from which outputs to higher cortical areas are emitted. This property is 
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consistent with recent data showing that very fast recognition of visual scenes is possible (Thorpe 
et al., 1996). On the other hand, it is also well-known that some scenes take longer to recognize. 
Within the model, in response to scenes with multiple possible groupings, competitive 
interactions within layers 2/3 and 4 can keep the layer 2/3 activities small, and thus prevent large 
output signals from being rapidly emitted to higher cortical areas. These smaller layer 2/3 
activities are large enough, however, to generate positive feedback signals between layers 2/3-6-
4-2/3 of their own cortical area (see Figure 3c). The positive feedback signals can quickly 
amplify the activities of the strongest grouping, which can then generate large outputs from layer 
2/3, while its strong layer 6-to-4 off-surround signals inhibit weaker groupings. These 
intracortical feedback signals convert the cells across the layers into functional columns 
(Mountcastle, 1957) and show that the classical Hubel and Wiesel (1977) proposal that there are 
feedforward interactions from layer 4 simple cells to layer 2/3 complex cells is part of a more 
complex circuit which also ties these cells together using nonlinear feedback signals. 
The above discussion shows that the layer 6-to-4 circuit has at least three functions: It 
contrast-normalizes bottom-up inputs, selects groupings via intracortical feedback fi·mn layer 2/3 
without causing a loss of analog sensitivity, and primes attention via intercortical feedback from 
higher cortical areas. This intimate connection between grouping and attention enables attention 
to flow along a grouping, and thereby selectively enhance an entire object, as Roelfsema et al. 
( 1998) have shown in macaque area VI. Because attention acts through an on-center off-
surround circuit, it can "protect" feature detectors from inhibition by distractors by using its off-
surround, as Reynolds et al. (1999) have shown in areas V2 and V 4. Because both cooperation 
and competition influence groupings, the effects of colinear inducers can be either facilitatory or 
suppressive at different contrasts, as Polat et al. (1998) have shown in area V 1. Grossberg and 
Raizada (2000) and Raizada and Grossberg (2001) have quantitatively simulated these and 
related neurophysiological data using the LAMINART model. 
The model proposes that a top-down on-center off-surround network from VI layer 6 to 
the LGN (Figure 3d) can act in much the same way as the top-down signals ii'clln V2 layer 6 to 
VI. The existence of this type of top-down modulatory corticogeniculate feedback was originally 
predicted in Grossberg (1976), and has recently been supported by neurophysiological data of 
Sillito et al. (1994 ). Grossberg (1976) also predicted that such top-down modulatory feedback 
helps to stabilize the development of both bottom-up and top-down connections between the 
LGN and V l. This prediction has not yet been neurophysiologically tested, although it is 
consistent with evidence of Murphy ct al. (1999) showing that the top-down signals from an 
oriented cortical cell tend to distribute themselves across the LGN in an oriented manner that is 
consistent with such a learning process. Figure 3c synthesizes all of these LGN and cortical 
circuits into system architecture, which shows that the horizontal interactions within V2 layer 2/3 
can have a broader spatial extent than those in V l layer 2/3. The V2 interactions are proposed to 
carry out perceptual groupings like illusory contours, texture grouping, completion of occluded 
objects, and bridging the blind spot. The VI interactions arc proposed to improve signal-to-noise 
of feature detectors within the V l cortical map. 
The LAMJNART model has been extended to clarify how depthful boundaries are formed 
(Grossberg and Howe, 2002; Howe and Grossberg, 2001) and how slanted surfaces are perceived 
in 3-D (Swaminathan and Grossberg, 200 l ). This generalization is consistent with laminar 
anatomical and neurophysiological data. For example, suppose that a scenic feature activates 
monocular simple cells in layer 4 via the left eye and right eye. These simple cells are sensitive to 
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the same contrast polarity and orientation. Because they are activated by different eyes, they are 
positionally displaced with respect to one another on their respective retinas. These monocular 
simple cells activate disparity-selective binocular simple cells in layer 3B. Binocular simple cells 
that are sensitive to the same disparity but to opposite contrast polarities then activate complex 
cells in layer 2/3A. This two-stage process enables the cortex to binocularly match features with 
the same contrast polarity, yet to also form boundaries around objects in front of textured 
backgrounds, as in Figure 2c. 
3-D Vision and Figure-Ground Separation 
How are depthful boundary and surface representations formed? How are percepts of 
occluding and occluded objects represented in depth? FACADE theory proposes how such 
percepts arise when boundary and surface representations interact together during 3-D vision and 
figure-ground perception. The rest of this section summarizes some of key design problems that 
need to be solved before outlining model mechanisms that embody a proposed solution of these 
problems. A key insight is that the bipole property that controls perceptual grouping also initiates 
figure-ground separation. How FACADE theory explains figure-ground separation will then be 
illustrated with a simulation example of Brcgman-Kanizsa figure-ground separation. 
1. 3-D Surface Capture and Fillinl{-in. How are the luminance and color signals that are 
received by the two eyes transformed into 3-D surface percepts? FACADE theory posits that 
multiple depth-selective boundary representations exist and interact with multiple surface filling-
in domains to determine which surfaces in depth can be seen. The same filling-in processes 
which enable us to sec perceptual qualities like brightness and color are hereby predicted to also 
determine the relative depth of these surfaces. In particular, depth-selective boundaries 
selectively capture brightness and color signals at the subset of filling-in domains with which 
they interact. Filling-in of these captured signals leads to surface percepts at the corresponding 
relative depths from the observer. The hypothesis that the same filling-in process controls 
brightness, color, and depth predicts that perceived depth and brightness can influence one 
another. In fact, the property of "proximity-luminance covariation" means that brighter surfaces 
can look closer (Egusa, 1983). In particular, brighter Kanizsa squares can look closer than their 
pac man inducers (Bradley and Dumais, 1984 ). 
2. Binocular Fusion, Groupinl{, and da Vinci Stereopsis. Granted that surface capture can 
achieve depth-selective filling-in, how arc the depth-selective boundaries formed that control 
surface capture? Our two eyes view the world through slightly different perspectives. Their 
different views lead to relative displacements, or disparities, on their retinas of the images that 
they register. These disparate retinal images are binocularly matched at disparity-sensitive cells, 
as noted above in the discussion of binocular matching within cortical layer 313 (Grossberg and 
Howe, 2002). The disparity-sensitive cells in the interblobs of area V l are used to form depth-
selective boundaries in the interstripes of area V2. These boundaries capture surface filling-in 
signals at the corresponding filling-in domains in the thin stripes of area V2, among other places. 
When two eyes view the world, part of a scene may be seen by only one eye. No disparity 
signals are available here to determine the depth of the monocularly viewed features, yet they are 
seen at the correct depth, as during Da Vinci stereopsis (Nakayama and Shimojo, 1990). 
FACADE theory proposes how depth-selective filling-in of a nearby binocularly viewed region 
spreads into the monocularly viewed region to impart the correct depth. This proposal also 
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explains related phenomena like the "equidistance tendency," whereby a monocularly viewed 
object in a binocular scene seems to lie at the same depth as the retinally most contiguous 
binocularly viewed object (Gogel, 1965). How this works leads to a number of new hypotheses, 
including how horizontal and monocularly-viewed boundaries are added to all boundary 
representations, and how an "asymmetry between near and far" adds boundaries from nearer to 
farther surface representations (Grossberg, 1994; Grossberg and Howe, 2002; Grossberg and 
McLoughlin, 1997). Without these mechanisms, all occluding objects would look transparent. 
3. Multiple Scales into Multiple Boundary Depths. When a single eye views the image of 
an object in depth, the same size of the retinal image may be due to either a large object far away 
or to a small object nearby. How is this ambiguity overcome to activate the correct disparity-
sensitive cells? The brain uses multiple receptive field sizes, or scales, that achieve a "size-
disparity correlation" between retinal size and binocular disparity. It has often been thought that 
larger scales code nearer objects and smaller scales more distant objects. For example, a nearer 
object can lead to a larger disparity that can be binocularly fused by a larger scale. In fact, each 
scale can fuse multiple disparities, although larger scales can fuse a wider range of disparities 
(Julesz and Schumer, 1981 ). This ambiguity helps to explain how higher spatial frequencies in an 
image can sometimes look closer, rather than more distant, than lower spatial frequencies in an 
image, and how this percept can reverse during prolonged viewing (Brown and Weisstein, 1988). 
FACADE theory explains these reversals by analyzing how multiple spatial scales interact to 
form depth-selective boundary groupings (Grossberg, 1994). 
Multiple spatial scales also help to explain how shaded surfaces are seen. In fact, if 
boundaries were sensitive only to the bounding edge of a shaded surface, then shaded surfaces 
would look uniformly bright and flat after filling-in occurs. This does not occur because 
boundaries respond to shading gradients as well as to edges. Within each scale, a 
"boundary web" of small boundary compartments can be elicited in response to a shading 
gradient. Although the boundaries themselves are invisible, their existence can indirectly be 
detected because the boundaries in a boundary web trap contrasts locally. The different contrasts 
in each of the small compartments leads to a shaded surface percept. Different scales may react 
differently to such a shading gradient, thereby leading to a different boundary web of small 
boundary compartments at each depth. Each boundary web can capture and selectively fill-in its 
contrasts on a distinct surface representation in depth. The ensemble of these filled-in surface 
representations can give rise to a percept of a shaded surface in depth. 
4. Recognizing Objects vs. Seeing their Unoccluded Parts. In many scenes, some objects 
lie partially in front of other objects and thereby occlude them. How do we know which features 
belong to the different objects, both in 3-D scenes and 2-D pictures? If we could not make this 
distinction, then object recognition would be severely impaired. FACADE theory predicts how 
the mechanisms which solve this problem when we view 3-D scenes also solve the problem 
when we view 2-D pictures (Grossberg, 1994, 1997). 
Figure 4 
In the Bregman-Kanizsa image of Figure 4a, the gray B shapes can be readily recognized 
even though they are partially occluded by the black snakelike occluder. In Figure 4b, the 
occluder is removed. Although the same amount of gray is shown in both images, the B shapes 
are harder to recognize in Figure 4b. This happens because the boundaries that are shared by the 
black occluder and the gray B shapes in Figure 4a are assigned by the brain to the black occluder. 
The bipole property plays an important role in initiating this process. The occluder boundaries 
form within a boundary representation that codes a nearer distance to the viewer than the 
boundary representation of the gray shapes. With the shared boundaries removed from the gray B 
shapes, the B boundaries can be completed behind the positions of the black occluder as part of a 
farther boundary representation. The completion of these boundaries also uses the bipolc 
property. These completed boundaries help to recognize the B' s at the farther depth. In Figure 4b, 
the shared boundaries are not removed from the gray shapes, and they prevent the completion of 
the gray boundaries. 
To actually do this, the brain needs to solve several problems. First, it needs to figure out 
how geometrical and contrast factors work together. In Figure 4a, for example, the T -junctions 
where the gray shapes intersect the black occluders arc a cue for signaling that the black occluder 
looks closer than the gray shapes. However, if you imagine the black occludcr gradually getting 
lighter until it matches the white background in Figure 4b, it is clear that, when the occluder is 
light enough, the gray shapes will no longer appear behind the occluder. Thus, geometrical 
factors like T-junctions are not sufficient to cause figure-ground separation. They interact with 
contrast relationships within the scene too. 
The brain also needs to figure out how to complete the B boundaries "behind" the 
occluder in response to a 2-D picture. In particular, how do different spatial scales get 
differentially activated by a 2-D picture as well as a 3-D scene, so that the occluding and 
occluded objects can be seen in depth? Moreover, if the B boundaries can be completed and 
thereby recognized, then why do we not see completely filled-in B shapes too, including in the 
regions behind the black occluder? This state of affairs clarifies that there is a design tension 
between properties needed to recognize opaque objects, including where they are occluded, and 
our ability to see only their unoccluded surfaces. Here again, "the asymmetry between near and 
far" plays a key role, as noted below. 
5. From Boundary-Surface Cmnplenwntarity to Consistency. Such subtle data make one 
wonder about how the brain evolved to behave in this way. FACADE theory predicts how simple 
mechanisms that realize a few new perceptual principles can explain figure-ground data when 
they interact together. One such principle is that boundary and surface computations arc 
complementary, as noted above. How, then, do we see a single percept wherein boundaries and 
surfaces arc consistently joined? How docs complernentarity become consistency? FACADE 
theory proposes how consistency is realized by a simple kind of feedback that occurs bet ween the 
boundary and surface streams. Remarkably, this feedback also explains many properties of 
figure-ground perception. Figure-ground explanations can hereby be reduced to questions about 
complementarity and consistency, rather than about issues concerning the ecological validity, or 
probability, of these percepts in our experience. The remainder of the chapter sketches some of 
these principles and mechanisms, followed by explanations and simulations of the Brcgman-
Kanizsa and Kanizsa Stratification percepts. 
3-D Boundary and Surface Formation 
Figure 5 is a macrocircuit of FACADE theory in its present form. This macrocircuit will 
be reviewed to clarify how it embodies solutions to the five design problems that have just been 
summarized. Monocular processing of left-eye and right-eye inputs by the retina and LGN 
discounts the illuminant and generates parallel signals to the BCS and FCS. These signals 
activate model cortical simple cells via pathways I in Figure 5, and monocular filling-in domains 
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(FIDOs) via pathways 2. Model simple cells have oriented receptive fields and come in multiple 
sizes. Simple cell outputs are binocularly combined at disparity-sensitive complex and complex 
end-stopped (or hypercomplex) cells via pathways 3. Complex cells with larger receptive fields 
can binocularly fuse a broader range of disparities than can cells with smaller receptive fields, 
thereby realizing a "size-disparity correlation." Competition across disparity at each position and 
among cells of a given size scale sharpens complex cell disparity tuning (Fable and Westheimer, 
1995). Spatial competition (end-stopping) and orientational competition convert complex cell 
responses into spatially and orientationally sharper responses at hypercomplex cells. 
Figure 5 
How are responses from multiple receptive field sizes combined to generate boundary 
representations of relative depths from the observer? Hypercomplex cells in area V l activate 
bipole cells in area V2 via pathway 4. The bipole cells carry out long-range grouping and 
boundary completion via horizontal connections that occur in layer 2/3 of area V2 interstripes. 
Bipole grouping collects together outputs ti·om hypercomplex cells of all sizes that are sensitive 
to a given depth range. The bipole cells then send excitatory feedback signals via pathways 5 
back to all hypercomplex cells that represent the same position and orientation, and inhibitory 
feedback signals to hypercomplex cells at nearby positions and orientations; cf., layer 2/3-6-4 
inhibition in Figure 3e. The feedback groups cells of multiple sizes into a BCS representation, or 
copy, that is sensitive to a range of depths. Multiple BCS copies are formed, each corresponding 
to different (but possibly overlapping) depth ranges. 
Figure 6 
Bipole cells play a key role in figure-ground separation. Each bipole cell has an oriented 
receptive field with two branches (Figure 6). Long-range excitatory bipole signals in layer 2/3 
combines with shorter-range inhibitory signals in layers 4 and 2/3 to make the system sensitive to 
T-junctions (Figure 6). In particular, horizontally-oriented bipole cells that are located where the 
top of the T joins its stem receive excitatory inputs to both of their receptive field branches. 
Vertically-oriented bipole cells that process the stem of the T where it joins the top receive 
excitatory support only in the one branch that is activated by the stem. Because of this excitatory 
imbalance, inhibition of the stem by the top can cause a gap in the stem boundary, termed an end-
gap (Figure 6). During filling-in, boundaries contain the filling-in process. Where end-gaps 
occur, brightness or color can flow out of a figural region, much as it flows out of the annuli in 
Figure 2e during neon color spreading. FACADE theory predicts that this escape of color or 
brightness via filling-in is a key step that initiates figure-ground separation (Grossberg, 1994, 
1997; Grossberg and McLoughlin, 1997; Kelly and Grossberg, 2000). Figure 7 shows a 
simulation from Kelly and Grossberg (2000) which illustrates end gaps in response to the 
Bregman-Kanizsa image. End-gaps occur where the horizontal occluder touches the partially 
occluded 13 shape, at both near (Figure 7a) and far (Figure 7b) depths. 
Figure 7 
How do multiple depth-selective BCS copies capture brightness and color signals within 
depth-selective FCS surface representations? This happens in at least two stages. The first stage 
of monocular filling-in domains, or FIDOs, may exist in V2 thin stripes. Each monocular FIDO 
is broken into three pairs of opponent filling-in domains (black/white, red/green, blue/yellow) 
that receive achromatic and chromatic signals from a single eye. A pair of monocular FIDOs, one 
for each eye, corresponds to each depth-selective BCS copy, and receives its strongest boundary-
gating signals from this BCS copy. Each monocular FIDO may also receive weaker boundary 
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signals from BCS copies that represent depths near to that of its primary BCS copy. In this way, a 
finite set of FIDOs can represent a continuous change in perceived depth, much as three classes 
of retinal cones can be used to represent a continuum of perceived colors. 
Swface capture is triggered when boundary-gating BCS signals interact with illuminant-
discounted FCS signals. Pathways 2 in Figure 5 input discounted monocular FCS signals to all 
monocular FIDOs. Only some FIDOs will selectively fill-in these signals, and thereby lift 
monocular FIDO signals into depth-selective surface representations for filling-in. The boundary 
signals along pathways 6 in Figure 5 determine which FIDOs will fill-in. These boundary signals 
selectively capture FCS inputs that are spatially coincident and orientationally aligned with them. 
Other FCS inputs are suppressed. These properties arise when double-opponent and filling-in 
processes within the FIDOs interact with oriented boundary-gating signals from the boundary 
representations. How this happens, and how it can explain data about binocular fusion and 
rivalry, among other percepts, are discussed in Grossberg (1987). 
Because these filled-in surfaces are activated by depth-selective BCS boundaries, they 
inherit the depths of their boundaries. 3-D surfaces may hereby represent depth as well as 
brightness and color. This link between depth, brightness, and color helps to explain "proximity-
luminance covariation," or why brighter surfaces tend to look closer; e.g., Egusa (1983). 
Not every filling-in event can generate a visible surface. Because activity spreads until it 
hits a boundary, only surfaces that are surrounded by a connected BCS boundary are effectively 
filled-in. Otherwise, the spreading activity can dissipate across the FIDO. This property helps to 
explain data ranging from neon color spreading to how T-junctions in11uence 3-D figure-ground 
perception (Grossberg, 1994). Figures 7c and 7d illustrate how filling-in occurs in response to the 
Bregman-Kanizsa boundaries of Figures 7a and 7b. The connected boundary surrounding the 
occluder can contain its filled-in activity, but activity spreads through the end-gaps of the B 
boundaries, thereby dissipating across space, at both near (Figure 7c) and far (Figure 7d) depths. 
An analysis of how the BCS and FCS react to 3-D images shows that too many boundary 
and surface fragments are formed as a result of the size-disparity correlation. This redundancy is 
clear in Figure 7. As noted above, larger scales can fuse a larger range of disparities than can 
smaller scales. How are the surface depths that we perceive selected from this range of 
possibilities across all scales? The FACADE theory answer to this question follows from its 
answer to the more fundamental question: How is perceptual consistency derived from boundary-
surface cmnplernentarity'? FACADE theory predicts how this may be achieved by feedback 
between the boundary and surface streams, that is predicted to occur no later than the interstripes 
and thin stripes of area V2. This mutual feedback also helps to explain why blob and interblob 
cells share so many receptive field properties even though they carry out such different tasks. In 
particular, boundary cells, which summate inputs from both contrast polarities, can also be 
modulated by surface cells, which are sensitive to just one contrast polarity. 
Boundary-surface consistency is realized by a contrast-sensitive process that detects the 
contours of successfully filled-in regions within the monocular FIDOs. Only successfully filled-
in regions can activate such a contour-sensitive process, because other regions either do not fill-
in at all, or their filling-in dissipates across space. These filled-in contours activate FCS-to-BCS 
feedback signals (pathways 7 in Figure 5) that strengthen boundaries at their own positions and 
depths, while inhibiting redundant boundaries at farther depths. Thus the feedback pathway 
forms an on-center off-surround network whose inhibition is biased towards farther depths. This 
inhibition from near-to-far is called "boundary pruning." ll illustrates a perceptual principle 
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called the "asymmetry between near and far." This principle shows itself in many data, including 
3-D neon color spreading (Nakayama et al., 1990). Grossberg (1994, 1999a) discusses how to 
explain such data. 
How does boundary pruning influence figure-ground separation? Boundary pruning 
spares the closest surface representation that successfully fills-in a region, and inhibits redundant 
copies of occluding object boundaries that would otherwise form at farther depths. When these 
redundant occluding boundaries are removed, the boundaries of partially occluded objects can be 
completed behind them within BCS copies that represent farther depths, as we perceive when 
viewing Figure 4a but not 4b. Moreover, when the redundant occluding boundaries collapse, the 
redundant surfaces that they momentarily supported at the monocular FlDOs also collapse. 
Occluding surfaces hereby form in front of occluded surfaces. 
Figure 8 
Figures Sa and Sb illustrate boundary pruning and its asymmetric action from near-to-far. 
The near boundaries in Figure 7a are retained in Figure Sa. But the far boundary of the occluder 
in Figure 7b is inhibited by boundary pruning signals from the contour of the near filled-in 
surface representation in Figure 7c. When these occluder boundaries are eliminated, the B 
boundary can be colinearly completed, as in Figure 8b. Because the boundaries of both the 
horizontal occluder and the B are now connected, they can contain their filled-in activities within 
the Monocular FIDOs, as shown in Figures 8c and 8d. 
Boundary pruning also helps to explain data about depth/brightness interactions, such as: 
Why do brighter Kanizsa squares look closer (Bradley and Dumais, 1984)? Why is boundary 
pruning relevant here? A Kanizsa square's brightness is an emergent property that is determined 
after all brightness and darkness inducers fill-in within the square. This emergent brightness 
within the FIDOs then influences the square's perceived depth. Within FACADE, this means that 
the FIDO's brightness influences the BCS copies that control relative depth. This occurs via the 
BCS-to-FCS feedback signals, including pruning, that ensure boundary-surface consistency 
(Grossberg, 1997, Section 22). 
Visible brightness percepts are not represented within the monocular FIDOs. Model V2 
representations of binocular boundaries and monocular filled-in surfaces arc predicted to be 
amodal, or perceptually invisible. These representations are predicted to directly activate object 
recognition (i.e., Thinking!) mechanisms in inferotcmporal cortex and beyond, since they 
accurately represent occluding and occluded objects. ln particular, boundary pruning enables 
boundaries of occluded objects to be completed within the BCS, which makes them easier to 
recognize, as is illustrated for the Bregman-Kanizsa display in Figure 8. The monocular FlDO 
surface representations fill-in an occluded object within these completed object boundaries, even 
behind an opaque occluding object. We can hereby know the color of occluded regions without 
seeing them. How, then, do we see opaque occluding surfaces? How does the visual cortex 
generate representations of occluding and occluded objects that can be easily recognized, yet also 
allow us to consciously see, and reach for, only the unoccluded parts of objects? 
FACADE theory proposes that the latter goal is realized at the binocular FIDOs, which 
process a different combination of boundary and surface representations than is found at the 
monocular FIDOs. The surface representations at the monocular FIDOs are depth-selective, but 
they do not combine brightness and color signals from both eyes. Binocular combination of 
brightness and color signals takes place at the binocular FJDOs, which are predicted to exist in 
cortical area V4. It is here that modal, or visible, surface representations occur, and we see only 
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unoccluded parts of occluded objects, except when transparent percepts are generated by special 
circumstances. 
To accomplish binocular surface matching, monocular FCS signals from both eyes 
(pathways 8 in Figure 5) are binocularly matched at the binocular FIDOs. These matched signals 
are redundantly represented on multiple FIDOs. The redundant binocular signals are pruned by 
inhibitory contrast-sensitive signals from the monocular FIDOs (pathways 9 in Figure 5). As in 
the case of boundary pruning, these surj(1ce pruning signals arise from surface regions that 
successfully fill-in within the monocular FIDOs. These signals inhibit the FCS signals at their 
own positions and farther depths. As a result, occluding objects cannot redundantly fill-in surface 
representations at multiple depths. Surface pruning is another example of the asymmetry between 
near and far. Figure 9 illustrates how surface pruning works for the Bregman-Kanizsa image. 
Figure 9a shows the signals that initiate filling-in at the near Binocular FIDO, and Figure 9b 
shows them at the far Binocular FIDO. Surface pruning eliminates signals from the occluder in 
Figure 9b. 
Figure 9 
As in the monocular FIDOs, FCS signals to the binocular FIDOs can initiate filling-in 
only where they are spatially coincident and orientationally aligned with BCS boundaries. BCS-
to-FCS pathways 10 in Figure 5 carry out depth-selective surface capture of the binocularly 
matched FCS signals that survive surface pruning. In all, binocular FIDOs fill in FCS signals 
that: (a) survive within-depth binocular FCS matching and across-depth FCS inhibition; (b) are 
spatially coincident and orientat.ionally aligned with BCS boundaries; and (c) are surrounded by a 
connected boundary (web). 
One further property completes this summary: At the binocular FIDOs, nearer boundaries 
are added to FIDOs that represent their own and farther depths. This asymmetry between near 
and far is called boundary enrichment. Enriched boundaries prevent occluding objects from 
looking transparent by blocking filling-in of occluded objects behind them. The total filled-in 
surface representation across all binocular FIDOs represents the visible percept. It is called a 
FACADE representation because it multiplexes the properties of Form-And-Color-And-DEpth 
that give FACADE theory its name. Figures 9c and 9d show the enriched near and far Binocular 
FIDO boundaries, respectively, for the Bregman-Kanizsa image. Note the superposition of 
occluder and occluding boundaries in Figure 9d. Figures 9e and 9f show the filled-in ncar and far 
modal surface representations that the surface signals in Figure 9a and 9b cause within the 
boundaries of Figures 9c and 9d. Note that only the unoccluded surface of the B is "visible" in 
the Binocular FIDO representation, even though the entire B surface is completed within the 
amodal Monocular FIDO representation in Figure 8d. 
Kanizsa Stratification 
Kanizsa Stratification images (Kanizsa, 1985) can also lead to depthful figure-ground 
percepts (e.g., Figure 10). Here the percept is one of a square weaving over and under the cross. 
This image is interesting because a single globally unambiguous figure-ground percept of one 
object being in front (cross or thin outline square) does not occur. On the left and right arms of 
the cross in Figure 10, the contrastive vertical black lines are cues that the outline square is in 
fi·ont of the cross arms. The top and bottom regions consist of a homogeneously white figural 
area, but most observers perceive two figures, the cross arms in front of the thinner outline 
square. This is usually attributed to the fact that a thinner structure tends to be perceived behind a 
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thicker one most of the time (Petter, 1956; Tommasi et a!., 1995). The figure-ground 
stratification percept is bistable through time, flipping intermittently between alternative cross-in-
front and square-in-front percepts. Kanizsa used this sort of percept to argue against the 
Helmholtz "unconscious inference" account which would not expect interleaving to occur, due to 
its low probability during normal perceptual experience. FACADE theory uses the same 
mechanisms as above to explain how perceptual stratification of a homogeneously-colored region 
occurs, and how the visual system knows which depth to assign the surface color in different 
parts of the display. Many other percepts have also been explained by using the same small set of 
concepts and mechanisms. 
Figure 10 
An outline of the FACADE explanation is as follows. The thin vertical black lines create 
T-junctions with the cross. The stems of the T boundaries are broken by bipole feedback, thus 
separating the thin outline square from the cross (see Figure II a). At the top and bottom arms of 
the cross, vertical bipole cells link the sections of the cross arms together, thereby creating aT-
junction with the sections of the square. The vertical bipole cells of the cross win out over the 
horizontal bipole cells of the squares. This happens because the cross is wider than the square. 
Thus vertical bipole cells have more support from their receptive fields than do the horizontal 
bipole cells at the cross-square intersection. The boundaries of the square are hereby inhibited, 
thereby creating end gaps. As a result, the cross arms pop in front and the square is seen behind 
the cross (Figure lib and lie). 
Figure I I 
The bistability of the stratification percept may be explained in the same way that the 
bistability of the Weisstein effect (Brown and Weisstein, ,1988) was explained in Grossberg 
(1994). This explanation used the habituative transmitters that occur in the pathways 3 between 
complex cells and hypercomplex cells (Figure 5). Transmitter habituation helps to adapt active 
pathways and thereby to reset boundary groupings when their inputs shut off. This transmitter 
mechanism has been used to simulate psychophysical data about visual persistence, aftereffects, 
residual traces, and metacontrast masking (Francis, 1997; Francis and Grossberg, 1996a, 1996b; 
Francis, Grossberg, and Mingo II a, 1994 ), developmental data about the self-organization of 
opponent simple cells, complex cells, and orientation and ocular dominance columns within 
cortical area VI (Grunewald and Grossberg, 1998; Olson and Grossberg, 1998), and neuro-
physiological data about area V 1 cells (Abbott, Varela, Sen, and Nelson, 1997). The bistability of 
the stratification percept can hereby be traced to more basic functional requirements of visual 
cortex. 
Conclusion 
The present chapter describes how the FACADE theory of 3-D vision and figure-ground 
perception helps to explain some of the most widely known differences between seeing and 
thinking. Along the way, the theory provides explanations of the percepts that are generated by 
some of Kanizsa' s most famous displays. These explanations gain interest from the fact that they 
reflect fundamental organizational principles of how the brain sees. In particular, they illustrate 
some of the complementary properties of boundary and surface computations in the interblob and 
blob cortical processing streams of visual cortex. 
These insights lead to a revision of classical views about how visual cortex works. In 
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particular, visual cortex does not consist of independent processing modules. Rather, hierarchical 
and parallel interactions between the boundary and surface streams synthesize consistent visual 
percepts from their complementary strengths and weaknesses. Boundaries help to trigger depth-
selective surface filling-in, and successfully filled-in surfaces reorganize the global patterning of 
boundary and surface signals via feedforward and feedback signals. Boundary-gated filling-in 
plays a key role in surface perception, ranging from lower-level uses, such as recovering surface 
brightness and color after discounting the illuminant and filling-in the blind spot, to higher-level 
uses, such as completing depthful modal and amodal surface representations during 3-D vision 
and figure-ground separation. 
Boundary and surface representations activate learned object representations which, in 
turn, prime them via top-down modulatory attentional signals. This priming property emphasizes 
that the visual cortex is not merely a feedforward filter that passively detects visual features, as 
was proposed by many scientists who thought of the visual brain as a Fourier filter or as a 
feedforward hierarchy of bottom-up connections that form increasingly complex and large-scale 
receptive fields. Rather, the visual brain is an integrated system of bottom-up, top-down, and 
horizontal interactions which actively completes boundary groupings and fills-in surface 
representations as its emergent perceptual units. This interactive perspective has enabled recent 
neural models to quantitatively simulate the dynamics of individual cortical cells in laminar 
cortical circuits and the visual percepts that emerge from their circuit interactions. Such results 
represent a concrete proposal for beginning to solve the classical Mind/Body Problem, and begin 
to do justice to the exquisite sensitivity of our visual percepts to the scenes and images through 
which we know the visual world. 
IS 
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Figure I. Schematic diagram of processing streams in visual cortex in the macaque monkey 
brain. Icons indicate the response selectivities of cells at each processing stage: rainbow = 
wavelength selectivity, angle symbol = orientation selectivity, spectacles = binocular selectivity, 
and right-pointing arrow = selectivity to motion in a prescribed direction. [Adapted with 











sensitive to contrast polarity 
Figure 2. Visual boundary and surface interactions: (a) A Kanizsa square. (b) A reverse-contrast 
Kanizsa. (c) An object boundary can form around the gray disk even though its contrast reverses 
relative to the background along its perimeter. (d) An invisible, or amodel, vertical boundary. (e) 
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Figure 3. Boundary and attentional laminar circuits in interblob cortical areas VI and V2. 
Inhibitory interneurons are shown filled-in black. (a) The LGN provides bottom-up activation to 
layer 4 via two routes: It makes strong connections directly into layers 4 and 6. Layer 6 then 
activates layer 4 via a 6 ~ 4 on-center off-surround network. In all, LGN pathways to layer 4 
form an on-center off-surround network, which contrast-normalizes layer 4 cell responses. (b) 
Folded .feedback carries attentional signals from higher cortex into layer 4 of VI, via the 6 ~ 4 
path. Corticocortical feedback axons tend to originate in layer 6 of the higher area and to 
terminate in the lower cortex's layer I, where they excite apical dendrites of layer 5 pyramidal 
cells whose axons send collaterals into layer 6. Several other routes through which feedback can 
pass into VI layer 6 exist. Having arrived in layer 6, the feedback is then "folded" back up into 
the feedforward stream by passing through the 6 ~ 4 on-center off-surround path. (c) 
Connecting the 6 ~ 4 on-center off-surround to the layer 2/3 grouping circuit: like-oriented 
layer 4 simple cells with opposite contrast polarities compete (not shown) before generating half-
wave rectified outputs that converge onto layer 2/3 complex cells in the column above them. 
Groupings that form in layer 2/3 enhance their own positions in layer 4 via the 6 ~ 4 on-center, 
and suppress other groupings via the 6 ~ 4 off-surround. There exist direct layer 2/3 ~ 6 
connections in macaque VI, as well as indirect routes via layer 5. (d) Top-down 
corticogeniculate feedback from VI layer 6 to LGN also has an on-center off-surround anatomy, 
similar to the 6 ~ 4 path. The on-center feedback selectively enhances LGN cells that are 
consistent with the activation that they cause, and the off-surround contributes to length-sensitive 
(ends topped) responses that facilitate grouping perpendicular to line ends. (e) The model V IIV2 
circuit: V2 repeats the laminar pattern of VI circuitry at a larger spatial scale; notably, the 
horizontal layer 2/3 connections have a longer range in V2. VI layer 2/3 projects to V2 layers 6 
and 4, just as LGN projects to layers 6 and 4 of VI. Higher cortical areas send feedback into V2 
which ultimately reaches layer 6, just as V2 feedback acts on layer 6 of VI. Feedback paths from 
higher cortical areas straight into VI (not shown) can complement and enhance feedback from 
V2 into VI. [Reprinted with permission fi·mn Grossberg and Raizada (2000).] 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4. (a) Uppercase gray B letters that are partially occluded by a black snakelike occluder. 
(b) Same B shapes as in (a) except the occluder is white and therefore merges with the remainder 
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Figure 5. FACADE macrocircuit showing interactions of the Boundary Contour System (BCS) 
and Feature Contour System (FCS). See text for details. [Reprinted with permission from Kelly 
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Figure 6. T-junction sensitivity in the BCS: (a) T-junction in an image. (b) Bipole cells provide 
long-range cooperation(+), whereas hypercomplex cells provide shorter-ranger competition(-). 
(c) An end-gap in the vertical boundary arises due to this combination of cooperation and 




Figure 7. Binocular boundaries for monocular filling-in in response to a Bregman-Kanizsa 
image: (a) near depth and (b) far depth. Filled-in Monocular FIDOs before boundary pruning 





Figure 8. Amodal boundary and surface representations in response to a Bregman-Kanizsa 
image. Binocular boundaries after boundary pruning occurs: (a) ncar depth and (b) far depth. 
Filled-in amodal surface representations at the Monocular FlDOs: (c) near depth and (d) far 





Figure 9. Enriched boundary and modal surface representations. Binocular FICO filling-in 
signals at (a) near depth and (b) far depth. Enriched boundaries at the (c) near depth and (d) far 
depth. Filled-in Binocular FIDO activity consisting of two modal surfaces at two different 
depths: (e) near depth and (f) far depth. [Reprinted with permission from Kelly and Grossberg 
(2000).] 
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Figure I 0. An example of perceptual stratification. [Reprinted with permission from Kanizsa, 
(1985).] 
Figure 11. (a) Near-depth boundaries in response to the Kanizsa stratification image. Binocular 
filling-in domain activity at the (b) near depth and (c) far depth. 
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